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BSNews June 1995
IRISH BUILDING SERVICES NEWS
Potterton Myson At Mount Juliet
Recovery Slow
But Sustained
Civil Engineering - Work
volumes in the civil engineering
sector are very disappointing.
Despite the impact of EC
supported projects/programmes
through the transport and
environmental operations
programmes, volumes will only
increase by 1% to 2% in this
sector in 1995.
• Continued on page 2
Pictured at the announcement by Veha Radiators of a £2 million investment in its
Wicklow factory were: Ray Skelly, Managing Director, Veha Radiators, Ruairi
Quinn, TD, Minister for Finance and Jim O'Reilly, Commercial Director, Veha
VEHA £2 million Investment
Private sector investment
covering commercial,
industrial, retail, tourism and
agricultural investment is likely
to increase by 9%. The impact
of public investment through
the Public Capital Programme
will be positive with investment
in building projects increasing
by an estimated 17%.
Regionally, the recovery in
construction investment is
patchy. The greater Dublin
region is performing strongly.
However, a number of regions
have yet to experience a
recovery in activity levels.
Non-Residential Building - The
general economic recovery is
providing the necessary
background for a substantial
recovery in non-residential
building investment during
1995. The year will see a
welcome recovery in private
investment, particularly in
industrial, retail and tourism.
The current forecast is for
output in this sector to increase
by about 13%.
professions, material
manufacturers and suppliers are
taken into account.
onstruction investment
will grow by 8% in
1995 according to the
late .[ dF forecast. This
compares favourably with an
expected growth rate of 5.75%
for the economy as a whole.
However, by the end of the year
the sector will stilllag 20%
behind the performance of the
economy as a whole since the
rnid-1980s.
Increased activity translates
immediately into increased
employment. Employment
levels in the industry continue
to recover and at the end of
1995 there will be 8,000
additional jobs in the sector,
bringing the total to 87,000 in
thf. :'~-based sector and
.1 employed when
upstream activity among the
Geraldine Penny, Potterton Myson, with some of the company's guests at Mount
Juliet recently where Potterton Myson hosted a golfing competition, clay pigeon
shoot and archery competition for invited specifiers, merchants etc. Pictured above
are the participants in the clay pigeon shoot. See full report on page 21.
Rosplas in Rosmuc
PJ Feerick
and Tom
Davy,
pictured with
the "12 pins"
in the
background
outside their
new Rosplas
Teo plant in
Rosmuc,
Co Galway
(see page 2).
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Q-IAPPEE Oil & Gas Fired Cast-Iron Boilers
NXR3 Range - 70/290 kW NXR4 Range - 260/800 kW
The High-powered Boiler
......iil ....
......
--
Chappee NXR3 and NXR4 cast-iron boilers with generous heat exchange surfaces enhance heat transfers, and therefore make the most of the combustion process
making these boilers amongst the most efficient in the market.
Moreover, its double insulation, featuring one SOmrn layer of glass wool on the glass fabric surrounding the exchanger and one SOmrn layer around the casing,
reduces dramatically the heat radiation losses.
Thanks to the design qualities of its exchanger and its insulation, the Chappee boilers achieve crucial energy savings and minimises pollution.
He"
8C Ltd 70·72 Lower Dorset Street, Dublin 1.
VI Te/: 01·8301211; Fax: 01·8301990
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REPORT
We report on
a highly
successful
visit to Mount
Juliet where
68 invited
guests
enjoyed the
hospitality of
hosts
Potterton
Myson.
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Bord Trcichtcila H&V Roadshow
Recovery Slow but Sustained
mounted air terminal devices.
The current method - BS 4773
Part I - requires airflow
measurement at an extensive
number of points within a large
enclosed test room. The
procedure is time-consuming,
complex and requires
considerable laboratory and
human resources.
The outcome of this proje
now available in a detaile
page report.
designs can also be produced to
individual specifications for
tailor-made applications.
Contact: Norman Davy.
Tel: 01 - 626 0500.
• continuedfrom cover
Housing - The number of houses built in the State is expected to
improve further in 1995 after a very strong year in 1994. The
continuing expansion of the local authority house building
programme will lead to a further 400 starts this year, bringing the
total to 3,900 by the year end. Private housing starts have begun the
year very strongly. However, there is evidence that the rate of
increase has reduced markedly in the last couple of months.
Margins - Margins in the industry, severely squeezed in the
1991/94 period, remain extremely tight. For major civil engineering
projects tender prices are more than 20% below jobs cost estimates.
There are significant regional and sectoral variations in demand and
this in turn shows itself in extremely competitive prices across the
country.
BSRlA has developed the basis
for a new cost-effective test
method for performance-rating
of ceiling-mounted air terminal
devices as a result of research
which studied a different
method of testing the flow
characteri tics of ceiJing-
Following the success of the Bord Tnichtala-organised H&V
Roadshow last year Peter Jackson, Bord Trachtala Marketing
Advisor, Ireland Marketing Department, is currently in the early
stages of organising a similar event for the Autumn of this year.
It is intended to broaden the appeal of the show by including more
industrial heating and ventilation companies as exhibitors which, in
turn, will make it far more appealing to a broader spectrum of
visitors such as builders, specifiers, installers, merchants, etc.
It's anticipated that something like 18 companies will particip
the travelling roadshow which will take in at least three, if not 0 1',
separate venues strategically chosen to ensure national coverage.
Dates and venues have as yet to be confirmed.
Contact: Peter Jackson, An Bord Trachtala. Tel: 01 - 269 5011.
Grilles &
Diffusers: New
Test Method
various bowUdrainer
combinations in white, grey,
brown, red and terracota, and a
new range of baths in unique
and sophisticated styles. One-off
In addition to Ireland, other
markets served by the company
include Europe and the United
States.
The 8,500 sq ft facility includes
some of the most
technologically-advanced
machinery in the world and
enjoys the benefit of a
technology-transfer agreement
with a leading German
company in this field. By
combining this technology with
its own experience and
expertise, Rosplas Teo has
developed new materials and
resins which give its products a
distinct competitive edge in
terms of strength, performance
and price over that of its rivals.
Products currently being made
at the Rosmuc plant are kitchen
sinks which are available in
2 BSNews, June 1995
A new company specialising in
the manufacture of sinks and
baths called Rosplas Teo was
officially opened earlier this
month in a ceremony presided
over by Sean 0 Neachtain,
Chairman of Uduras na
Gaeltachta.
The occasion was blessed by
excellent weather which made
the beautiful sell ing Ill' the
region all the more: dramatic
and helped create an
atmosphere and ambiance for
the duration of the day in
question which had the 100 or
so guests returning home with
excellent memories.
Currently, there are eight
people employed at the plant
but it is expected that this will
increase to 16 as production
output increases over the next
12 months.
Wesley Hawe, Griffin &Hawe, Athy with Peter Doolin, Rom Plastics; Kitty
Bohill, Bohills of Drogheda; PJ Feerick, Managing Director, Rom Plastics
ltd and Derek Lambert, Marketing Manager, Amalgamated Hardware.
Rosplas Official Opening
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with full filtration as standard.
These machines - available with
capacities from 15-110 kW -
are ideal for new or retro-fit
offices, hotels, factories,
conference centres,
supermarkets and restaurants.
For brochure or demonstration
contact: Brian McDonagh,
Rink Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 456 9469.
Lennox GCS16 Series DX cooling with gas-fired heating rooftop unit from
Rink Air Conditioning.
are offered on the larger
machines, with two stages on
the small machines. Full
electronic state-of-the-art
programmable controllers
complement the operation of the
machines, with fully-
programmable seven-day
occupied and unoccupied
temperature settings.
Full fresh air and free cooling
are offered on these machines
Sales performance is a high priority with Grundfos. Each
year the group runs a performance-related award scheme,
and this year, because of the celebration of its 50th
rsary, the winners and their partners all over the
are meeting in Denmark, the homeland of Grundfos.
This year's Irish representative is Paul Alien (Sales
Engineer) whose participation at the World Forum indicates
the continuing contribution of the Irish Grundfos company
to Grundfos worldwide results.
Our picture shows Paul Alien, Sales Engineer, with
Grundfos General Manager, Denis Walshe prior to
departure.
Grundfos World Forum
Lennox Industries now offer full
packaged air conditioning
systems for roof mounting. No
plantroom is required. Heat
Pump/gas heating with direct
expansion cooling, four-stage -
two heating and two cooling -
Lennox
Rooftop
Units
~tanda~dwnfr()1 ~Ystems
Specialists in Control and Energy Management Systems
STANDARD HOUSE, MAIN STREET, LEIXLlP, CO. KILDARE.
TEL: (01) 6246100. FAX: (01) 6246105.
Standard Control Systems, SOLE agents in Ireland for the
~ Building Management system are pleased to be
associated with VMRA Consultants on the
Tallaght Regional Hospital project.
Specify Quality - Specify -rtEI'D -
Specify §tandar-d wntrul §~§tem§
Contact: Sean 0 'Toole for further details
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Jordan Mark 67
LO\Ners Costs
Application problem - A soft drink manufacturer mixes clean
water and city water in a large tank before it is used for induction.
However, to maintain the ideal mixture condition, the company
needed to regulate the pressure of the incoming city water.
The company had a given flow rate from the city, which it wanted
to keep low. However, there was neither space nor the money
available for a control valve. The solution was to put in a 3"
Jordan Mark 67 and set it at the appropriate pressure to create the
proper mixture for their recipe.
The Mark 67 controls the water at a very high accuracy level, and
aves space as well.
The company has determined that it has saved approximately
50% on the cost of the Mark 67 as opposed to the expense of a
control valve. It has also reduced its water usage by 20% to 30%
per day, which has further lowered costs.
Contact: Bob Gilbert, Manotherm. Tel: 0 I - 452 2355.
Batimat &
Interclima
Batimat, the 20th International
Building Exhibition and
Interclima, 14th International
Heating, Refrigerating and Air
Conditioning Exhibition, will
take place in Paris at the two
main exhibition centres Paris-
Nord (Batimat & Interclima)
4 BSNews, June 1995
~
Pat Jones has been appointed
Commercial Sales Manager, Cross
Refrigeration Ltd. He will be in Cross
Refrigeration's Dublin premises at
Unit 25 Cookstown Industrial Estate,
Tallaght, Dublin 24. Pat has 20 years
experience in the commercial
refrigeration business and is the
most recent Cross appointment in
conjunction with Cross policy of
further strengthening their
management team throughout
Ireland.
and Paris-Sud (otherwise named
Porte de Versailles (Batimat)
from 6-11 November 1995.
Travel and accommodation can
be arranged by Co-Operative
Travel. Tel: 01 - 456 4588; Air
Inter. Tel: 0 I - 677 8899, both
of whom offers attractive deals.
Contact: Patricia Spillane,
French Trade Exhibitions.
Tel: 01 - 6612535.
Post Office
Sends "Green"
AC Message
The Isle of Man's Post Office
has guaranteed the provision of
environmentally friendly air
conditioning at its headquarters
complex in Douglas with the
replacement of existing cooling
plant with a "greener"
alternative.
Air conditioning to the building
which had been provided by a
chiller charged with the CFC-
based refrigerant R12, is now
being supplied by a York
International YCAJ air cooled
liquid chiller charged with the
more environmentally benign
alternative HFC 134a. The
installation of the Post Office's
YCAJ unit, the Isle of Man's
first HFC 134a chiller, was
overseen by Douglas-based
consulting engineers F C
Foreman & Partners, with the
assistance of York ACR
Ireland.
The YCAJ, which had to be
craned into position on the roof
of the building, is a compact,
high capacity chiller offering
tremendous advantages in
installations where space is at a
premium. With an impressive
capacity range spanning 316 to
528kW in a single module, the
YCAJ also offers a dramatic
reduction in footprint size from,
for example, 5 metres to only 3
metres for a comparable unit
offering the same duty.
The YCAJ installed at the Isle
of Man Post Office, which has
been specially attenuated to
ensure that operating noise is
kept to a minimum, also
features York's ISN
MicroPanel, a sophisticated but
user friendly on-board micro-
processor control which offers
greater flexibility in the
operation of air conditioning
plant. The Micro Panel can
interface with a building
management system, as well as
facilitating the day-to-day
monitoring of the chiller, giving
the operator easy access to all
information on its operating
conditions.
The Post Office's move to
replace its existing CFC-based
system was accelerated
following revisions to the
Montreal Protocol, made in
Copenhagen in November
1992. The Copenhagen
Agreement included a
commitment to a total CFC
phase-out by I January 1996,
four years earlier than agreed at
Montreal. The urgency of
successfully managing th
change away from CFCs was
made all the more acute by the
European Community's
ubsequent plans for a total
phase out by the beginning of
1995.
Contact: Austin McDermott,
York ACR Ireland.
Tel: 01 - 456 9424.
ISO 9000 for Jones
Engineering
The Jones Engineering Group
recently achieved the distinction
of having all group contracting
companies certified to ISO 9000,
emphasising the importance the
Group places on quality and
customer service. The
outstanding contribution 0
more than 500 staff in this
unique achievement was
recognised by the Group and
celebrated at a recent dinner in
the Hotel Conrad.
Jones Engineering comprises a
group of building services
contracting companies,
consisting of HA O'Neil, Patrick
Lynch and Irish Sprinkler and
Fire Protection. These
companies are all leading names
in the fields of mechanical,
electrical and fire protection
services.
The Group of companies was
the subject of a management
buy-out from the Jones Group
plc in 1992. The principal
shareholders are Chris Jones
(Chairman) who has been
associated with HA O'Neil for
over 50 years and Eric Kinsella
(Chief Executive) who joined the
company in 1978.
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Minister Tops Out Tallaght Hospital
tural work at Tallaght Regional Hospital is now complete and the
ed, 58,000 sq m hospital was "topped out" earlier this month by
Michael Noonan, TO, Minister for Health. Minister Noonan was
accompanied at the "topping out" by Professor Richard Conroy,
Chairman, Tallaght Hospital Board (centre) and John Simington,
Managing Director, John Paul Construction. The hospital is being built
by the Laing-Paul joint venture and will be finished early 1997. The £68
million contract, one of the biggest in the country, was awarded by the
Tallaght Hospital Board.
Thermal
Transfer
Clean Up
A wholly-owned subsidiary of
the UK giant Southern Electric
Plc has entered the Irish market
for the design and installation of
clean and sterile facilities.
The company, called Thermal
Transfer, has been quite
successful in the UK market and
has grown to a tumover in
excess of Stg£25 million in the
trading year '94/'95. Within the
last seven years the company
has been successful in building
up relationships with "blue
chip" companies such as Zeneca
Pharmaceuticals (formerly ICI);
Glaxo; Evans Biological;
Fisons; IBM; ICL etc.
A key factor in the company's
success is the ability to work
closely with the
consultant/client in designing
the facility. Thermal Transfer
applies the turn key concept to
the building of clean and sterile
facilities for the pharmaceutical
and electronics industry.
Working from a design brief
supplied by the Consultant the
whole clean room package can
be designed in-house, including
the room construction, type of
finishes and the mechanical and
electrical services. On
completion of the contract the
company can also commission
and validate the facilities.
Thermal Transfer has appointed
Kieran Butler Irish Manager and
the company will operate from
offices at 5-7 Main Street,
Blackrock, Co Dublin.
Tel: 01 - 283 2951;
Fax: 01 - 288 6966.
SEASON CONTROL LTD.
51-52 CORK STREET DUBLIN 8
PHONE: (01) 453 2688 FAX: (01) 453 7290
INTRODUCING ...
THE "PAC FAN SERIES"
FAMILIAR FACE -- RADICAL NEW DESIGN
AXPAC
Axiill Inline
Duct Fan
SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS
• Square Connections (No Transitions)
• Double Inlet Cones (Reversing Efficiency)
• Quick Fix Arrangement
• Quick Release Mechanism
• Reverse Mounting
• Light Durable Fire retardant Glass Fibre
casing.
• 20 sizes - 200 dia - 630 dia
• Optional Acoustic Wrap
MIXPAC
Mixed Flow Inline
Duct Fan
8
BACPAC
Backward Curved
Inline Duct Fan
>
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the Plumbing & Heating Exhibition
ordination of health and safety
measures on building sites.
There is now to be one major
management focus, with a
person nominated to co-or
the overall health and safety
plan, working alongside and in
co-operation with the contractor
and the client.
Section 11 of the 1989 Health
and Safety at Work Act already
places duties on people who
design places of work. Now,
however, measures to protect
health and safety are to be
considered right from the
beginning of the project,
including the design stage,
through the tendering and
contract process, to the
construction phase and the
maintenance and repair of the
finished building.
PHEX Ireland is a new exhibition aimed solely at the domestic
plumbing and heating industry to be held in Dublin and Belfast in
September 1995. The format will be based on the successful series of
exhibitions run by B & M Publications and held in England and
Scotland last year.
A broad cross-section of exhibitors ..
means the visitor will be able to
view the latest offerings in boilers,
controls, fires and radiators,
sanitaryware, showers and tools. p _ E ~
With time at a premium during the
working week, the local nature of
the shows and the convenient
opening times provide the busy installer with the maximum
opportunity to visit the exhibition without disrupting work schedules.
In addition, the organisers are providing free refreshments for all
visitors.
PHEX Irish Roadshow
The venues are in easily-accessible locations with good car parkin
facilities and excellent links with public transport.
To be held in September this year the PHEX Ireland roadshow will
vi it Jury's Hotel in Dublin on Monday, 25 and Tuesday 26
September. On Monday the show will open from 6pm to 9.30pm and
on Tuesday it will open between Ilam and 3.30pm.
The show will then move to the Kings Hall Conference Centre in
Belfast for Wednesday and Thursday, 27 and 28 September. The
Belfast show will open between 6pm and 9.30pm on Wednesday and
from Ilam to 3.30pm on Thursday.
For further information and tickets contact PHEX at Tel: 0044 181
6804200.
TRADE NEWS
New laws on health and safety
in the construction industry,
announced earlier this month by
the Mini ter for Labour Affair,
Eithne Fitzgerald TO, will bring
important changes to the way
that everyone works on building
sites. They will also mean that
professionals who are involved
in the planning of building
projects and sites must ensure
that health and safety measures
are taken account of from the
earliest stages.
The regulations address the
problem of overall co-
New
Regulations
to Impact on
Site Work1NT8_CLIMABATIMAT
~
-111-
BLENHEIM
The "ESPACE CONFORT" brings together INTERClIMA and
complementary sections of BATIMAT:
• Fittings. Plumbing. Tiling. Electricity
INTERCLlMA and BATIMAT:
210, OOOm net stand area - 5,400 exhibitors - 760, 000
visitors from 120 countries - 2, 200 journalists
1,200 exhibitors - 140,000 visitors from 93
countries - 40, OOOm net stand area
-------------------------------------------------Please return this coupon to
Iam interested in exhibiting and would like to receive,
without any obligation on my part, an exhibitor registration form.
BlENHEIM CONSlRUmON -70, rue Rivay -92532 Levallois-Perret Cedex ~
rei. :33 (l) 47.56.50.00 - Fax: 33 (l) 47.56.0B.l B
o Iam interested in visiting,
PROMOSAlONS -French lrode Exhibitions -French Embassy -marine House -Clanwilliom Cour!
Clonwilliom Ploce -DUBLIN 2-lel : (01) 661 2535 -Fox: (01) 661 72 91
Mr/Mrs/Ms Compony ..
Sector of octivity ..
Address ..
lown postcode Country .
lel Fox ..
6 BSNews. June 1995
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PVF Golf
Outing
The winners of the recent PYF
annual golf outing which was
held at Glasson Golf Club were
as follows:-
1st - Pat Nestor, Ascon,
Kildare;
2nd - Gay Brennan, Provincial
PVF Golf - Pat White, Jones
Environmental Ltd, Dublin,
receiving his prize from Cathal
Kelly, PVF.
PVF Golf - Tom Ruddy, Electrical
&Pump Services, Cork, being
congratulated by CathaI Kelly,
PVF.
Sprinklers, Cork;
3rd - Pat White, Jones
Environmental, Dublin;
4th - Jim Mulcair, Pat Mulcairs,
Limerick;
First Nine - Brian Gordon,
Bank of Ireland, Dublin;
Back Nine - Tom Ruddy,
Electrical & Pump Services,
Cork.
Ovale Bathroom Radiator
A new bathroom radiator design called Ovale has been introduced
by De Longhi. Made in the popular "ladder" style, it includes
spaces for hanging and warming towels. All Ovale radiators are
covered against faulty workmanship or material by a 5-year
guarantee that operates from the date of installation.
Some radiators soon corrode after a short period of time in steamy,
wet bathroom conditions. De Longhi claims to have overcome this
problem with a unique Cathodic Electro-Phoresis three-step
coating process.
First, the bare metal is treated to a degreasing process with
zinc/manganese-phosphates, providing a clean, corrosion resistant
base; The second stage is dipped cathodic electrocoating - the
radiator is negatively charged and the paint bath positively charged.
The paint acts as an insulator, so coating stops at a constant
thickness over the whole radiator, reducing waste and improving
paint coverage; The final step is a durable epoxy powder coating,
ready decorated, glossy finish.
Ovale come in three heights - 732mm, 1182mm and l812mm;
each available in three width - 500mm, 600mm and 750mm. This
gives a wide choice of heat outputs, from 462 to 1533 watts, in an
array of sizes to make the best use of the limited space in many
bathrooms.
Contact: 0044 1904488212.
EUROPITCH
A Formidable combination of Strength,
Durability and Power in 29
models - from stock
Europitch - A range ofadjustable pitch cased
axialfans in a complete range ofmetric sizes.
Designed to SIIit applications that require
continuously high standards of perftrmance
under the most arduous conditions.
Europitch offirs 29 models from stock, from
a range of 10 impeller diameters (315mm to
2000mm).
Each model features sturdy precision die cast
aluminium impelhs fitted to a
powerfid IP55 motor accurately
positioned in a tough hot dipped galvanised steel
case.
And as all Europitch fans conftrm to the
highest quality standards with performance to
BS848 Pt. I. you {Ire assured ofuncompromising
quality-which is what you have come to expect
market led-quality driven
from Roof Units Group, the company chat brings
you the very best in fan technology, competitive pric-
ing and back it up with the best service and deliv-
ery from the biggest distribution
network nation-
wide.
ROOF UNITS GROUP
A DIVISION OF AIR MOVEMENT GROUP
AVAILABLE VIA DUBLIN & BELFAST DISTRIBUTORS DAN (HAMBERS LIMITED 1011 8303 222 FAX:8308 88B ENVIRONMENTAL SUPPLY (0 LIMITED 10203)402100 FAX: {02321 402123
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CIBSE PROGRAMME -199Sr96
DATE DESCRIPTION VENUE CONVENOR SI'EAKER
28July ·95 Branch Golf Day Hennilage PJClonan
21 September '95 Fire Principles IEI J Lawlor T Johnson
16 October ·95 Dublin Internalional Futures and
Options Exchange - Custom J Rogcrs
House Docks. Mechanical and PCleary
Electrical Design Considerations IEI o Reddy VMRA
28 October ·95 Site ViSIIIO Futures and Options Custom House o Reddy
Dock'
9 No\oember '95 CPD Whole Day Seminar IEI S Ascough
23 No\ember '95 Project Management IEI C Murphy J O'Gorman
7 December '95 Airfield Lighting IEI HTaylor B King
15 January ·96 Vahe Technology lE! PO·O<Nd J Rce;
22 January ·96 Early ~elopment of Building
Services in Ireland. CIBSFJlEI
Heritage Society IEI JCuthbert S Muicahy
26 January '96 Annual Dinner Burlinglon B Homan
8 February ·96 Student Awards/Walker Air
Conditioning Lld Bolton Street KBeauie
22 February·% Security IEI HTaylor H Byme
IIM,,,,h·% Fume and Odour Control IEI FMcNulty CDwanc
14 M'",h ·96 CIBSE Student Project Awards Bollon Streel K BC31lie
29 Mn"'h .% Design Team Trophy Castle GolrClub J Hoglln
II April·96 "Jacobsen" IEI o Reddy Ms J O'Cannor
25 April·96 AGM and Technical e\ening on
K Beallie'Thennal Bridging" IEI MMohan
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- The jointing of short and cut
lengths of pipe.
Installation is quick and easy
with no skilled labour, special
tools or lubricants required. The
result is a more reliable, cheaper
and cleaner joint than the
traditional cement mortar joint.
When working on a live sewer,
it is unnecessary to block off the
flow or overpump. Excavation
is reduced when connecting to
existing pipes while the lack of
cement mortar means that the
excavation can be backfilled
immediately. Irrespective of the
pipe material, these couplings
provide a cost effective,
durable, flexible and relia
watertight joint. When correctly
in talled, the Flex-Seal
Coupling will withstand the air
and water tests specified in BS
830 I Code of Practice for
Building Drainage, BS 8005
British Standard for Sewerage
and the Building Standards
(Scotland) Regulations.
The benefits of using these
Flex-Seal couplings are: -
trouble-free, watertight joint,
irrespective of the pipe material
or age; elimination of the need
for cement mortar and/or
concrete surround; and reduced
time/construction costs due to
reduced speed of installati
followed by immediate
backfilling.
For above ground repair and
adaptation of soil and waste
pipes Flex-Seal produces the
Mission Specialty range of
couplings. These couplings are
covered by Agrement
Certificate No 94/3003.
This is a wide range of strong,
durable and versatile couplings
with an outer stainless steel
leeve designed to provide the
solution to connection problems
between a wide range of pipe
materials, from 26mm to
223mm diameter.
Contact: Michael Kelly, PVF.
Tel: 0 I - 459 2221.
when joining pipes of different
materials and can be used when
a reduction or increase in pipe
size is required.
Standard couplings up to
2000mm - Designed for use in
public sewers, these couplings
meet the requirements of Water
Industry specification Wls 4-4-
oI and are certi fied as
complying with BSEN295 Part
I under the BSI Kitemark
scheme. They are suitable for
making repairs or additions to
any pipeline and, when used
with Flex-Seal bushes, can be
used as adaptors between pipes
of widely-differing outside
diameters;
Drain couplings up to J50nzm
nominal bore - These
couplings have the same
applications as standard
couplings in drainage and other
small-diameter, non-pressure
pipe systems in any material.
They can be used for drain
construction where resistance to
earth loads normally provided
by a sheer ring is not required;
Adaptor couplings up to 300mm
nominal bore - This range is
suitable for jointing drainage
pipes of differing materials and
outside diameters because of the
stepped moulded elastomeric
sleeve. It was designed to meet
the needs of the european
drainage market, fitting all
traditional and new pipe
systems, a well as meeting
proposed European Standards
EN295-4.
The ideal applications for which
these couplings may be
considered are:-
- The repair of damaged
pipelines by the replacement of
short sections;
- The jointing of pipes of
different sizes of materials;
- The making of "post"
connections to existing sewers
up to 300mm diameter;
Flex-Seal couplings for fast,
simple and reliable connections
Seal couplings have been
operating to BS 5750 Part 2
since 1989. It has also attained
third-party product certification
under the Water Industry
Certification Scheme and the
BS Kitemark for a substantial
part of the product range.
The three couplings for below
ground use - Standard, Drain
and Adaptor - can be used with
all types of pipe from the oldest
salt-glazed ware pipe to the
most modern PVCu such a
Ultra-Rib, and in sizes from
IOOmm to 2000mm outside
diameter. They will compensate
for different outside diameters
A dedicated commitment to
customer support and product
specialisation has seen Flex-
Seal Couplings emerge as the
industry first choice at all times
where quality drainage,
sewerage and low-pressure
applications up to 1bar are
concerned. Irish distributors
Pipes, Valves & Fittings have
an identical commitment to
quality excellence in respect of
the products carried and the
service provided and so, it's no
surprise that a similarly-high
market presence has been
achieved for Flex-Seal here in
Ireland.
Conforming to all relevant and
necessary standards and
regulations is essential if
strategic aims in respect of
quality, cost and supply are to
be met and, to this end, Flex-
Flex-Seal
Couplings
from PVF
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Electrical
Air Conditioning ReconairIS.M.C. Heating
\ I /
."",. Mechanical
Maintenance - Service - Sales
Sales, Maintenance & Service Engineers
Airconditioning and environmental equipment
... Suppliers of'
T MITSUBISHI
.,ELECTRIC Environmetal Control Systems
Denco Computer Room Equipment
Defensor Humidifiers & Dehumidifers
McQuay Environmental Products
I.S.lIS09000/EN 29000
QUALITY SYSTEM
307 Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9.
Tel: 01 - 842 5200; Fax: 01 - 842 5880.
Sales contact: Fred Cooney.
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Defensor
THE AIR IMPROVER
Contaminoted, dry room oir
is drawn into the opplionce.
The best in
close control
air conditioning
The ultraquiet centrifugal fan with three output
levels ensures air circulation rates matched to the
size of the room.
Clean water flows into the basin from the two
fresh-water tanks.
The centrifuge lifts the water and hurls it into the
air scrubbing chamber in the form of extremely
fine droplets.
The air is humidified in the air scrubbing chamber
by an activated carbon evaporator mat.
The Quattro filter, consisting of coarse dust filter,
activated carbon filter, fine dust filter eliminates
the smallest particles and neutralises harmful
gases and unpleasant odours.
PH14 plus with iron generator and programmable
timer.
Clean, humidified oir is unirormly
distributed in the room.
ReconairIS.M.C.,
307 Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9.
Tel: 01 • 842 5200; Fax: 01 . 842 5880.
~f DencoAir
Denco Limited, PO Box 11, Holmer Road,
Hereford, HR4 9SJ, United Kingdom.
Tel: 0044 1432277277; Fax: 0044 1432268005
10 BSNews. June 1995
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Reconair -
Celebrating
20 Years in
Business
ow celebrating its
20th year, it's
appropriate that
Reconair/SMC Ltd
has just recently been
awarded accreditation to
ISO 9002. Under the
direction of company
founder and Managing
Director Fred Cooney,
Reconair has always been
to the forefront in respect of
quality control procedures
and system management
mechanisms.
"This was always essential
from the outset", says Fred,
"given that the scope of our
operation stretched right
across the building services
spectrum covering the after-
sales service, maintenance
and commissioning of
everything from heating,
ventilation and refrigeration
right through to air
11 BSNews, June 1995
conditioning."
Reconair/SMC's prestigious
customer base bears
testimony to its success in
this endeavour, including as
it does such "blue-chip"
names as AIB, New Ireland
Assurance, Texaco, Norwich
Union, the Irish Dairy Board,
Irish Estates, Jones Lang &
Wooton and Craig Gardner.
Receiving ISO 9002
accreditation was an
additional source of
satisfaction for Fred as one
of his two sons working
within the business, Mark, is
Quality Manager and was
responsible for establishing
all the quality controls
systems and seeing to it that
the quality ethos as well as
the practicality of
compliance permeated
throughout the company.
His other son Brian is
involved in the service end
and the ultimate plan over
the coming months is to
reorganise the management
structure within the company
with Mark becoming General
Manager and Brian
assuming the role of Service
Manager.
Not that job titles are of any
great significance at
Reconair/SMC. It's very
much a cooperative effort
from day-to-day and, while
everyone is held
accountable for his/her
particular area of
responsibility, the sense of
comraderie and team spirit
is such that everyone's effort
is channelled at all times
towards the provision of a
quality service to all
customers.
Over the last two decades
Reconair/SMC's fortunes
have fluctuated in union with
the various peaks and
valleys of the overall
marketplace but, whatever
the circumstances,
Reconair/SMC has always
retrenched and
concentrated on its core
service, maintenance and
commissioning business.
At one stage in the boom
days of the mid-1980s the
Reconair Group had
expanded to the point where
there were a number of
divisions involved in a
diverse range of activities,
with employment standing at
84 people.
However, throughout the
last decade the company
dramatically reduced its
involvement in non-core
business sectors and is now
back to basics, employing
15 people in service and
maintenance primarily, but
also supplying appropriate
product ranges within the
confines of refrigeration and
air conditioning.
That said, the recent ISO
9002 award has coincided
with Reconair/SMC
absorbing within itself the
long-established and very
reputable SMC Air
Conditioning business. It's
not so much a take-over but
more a merging of the latter
with Reconair Services with
the key personnel remaining
associated with the business
to ensure continuity.
This continuity is further
strengthened by the fact that
Reconair/SMC has retained
the SMC distribution
agreements, including that
for McQuay air-cooled and
centrifugal water chillers.
Completing this very
controlled expansionary
phase is RE::conair/SMC
appointment to the
Mitsubishi Electric
authorised dealership
network for Ireland. That a
company of the stature and
size of Mitsubishi Electric
should see fit to align its
name with that of
Reconair/SMC speaks
volumes in itself.
As a consequence of these
two latest developments,
employment at
Reconair/SMC is set to rise
to 21/22 over the coming 12
months and will probably
reach 30 or so within a
couple of years.
"However", says Fred,
"that's where it will be
pegged. Our intention at
Reconair/SMC is to continue
as market frontrunners in
the service and
maintenance side of the
business and, to do that, we
need to retain a high level of
control while at the same
time guaranteeing our
customers the type of
personal service and
dedicated response systems
that only a smaller company
like ours can provide."
While Mitsubishi Electric is
but the latest addition to
Reconair/SMC's product
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MILLIONS OF MOVIEGOERS
ARE GLAD SHE DIDN1T KNOW ABOUT
MITSUBISHI AIR CONDITIONING
So what's your excuse? Especially
now you know that Mitsubishi
Air-Conditioning can be tailored
- at low cost - to your office, shop,
hotel, pub or club.
How low - cost?
We'll be delighted to quote and
advise you free of charge and
without obligation.
Mitsubishi Air-Conditioning
creates not just the right climate for
comfort but the right environment
for improved productivity and
profi tabilty.
For more information,
Talk to Reconair Air Conditioning
307 Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9
Tel:(OI) 8425200 Fax:(OI) 8425880
• MITSUBISHI
"ELECTRIC
ENVIRONMENTAL CONTROL SYSTEMS
TECHNOLOGY FOR LIFE
AIR CONDITIONING • HEATING • SALES, MAINTENANCE & SERVICE ENGINEERS
Reconair Air Conditioning, 307 Swords Road, Santry, Dublin 9 Tel:(01 )8425200 Fax:(01 )8425880.
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McQuay
McQuayltalia is a
recognised industry leader
in the field of air conditioning
and refrigeration equipment.
In 1984 it merged with the
McQuay Group into
SnyderGeneral Corporation,
the largest privately-held
company in the air
conditioning field, with a
broad product line-up still
willing to progress and cope
with any single customer
need.
Contact: Fred Cooney,
Reconair/SMC, 307 Swords
Road, Santry, Dublin 9.
Tel: 01 - 842 5200;
Fax: 01 - 842 5880.
Defensor
Wherever health and vitality
make a difference, and
wherever products of
consistent quality must be
manufactured or safely
stored, you will find
Defensor air humidifiers, air
purifiers and air
dehumidifiers.
Reconair/SMC stocks a
complete line-up of Swiss-
quality, dependable air care
appliances from Defensor
which are supported by the
company's own service
network.
Defensor - on top of air
technology for more than 30
years and number one
throughout the world.
Service engineer, Mark
Cooney gets last minute
instructions from his father
Fred Cooney.
Denco Air
For near 40 years Denco Air
has been a worldwide
market leader in the design,
manufacture, installation
and commissioning of air
conditioning equipment for
close control environments,
including computer rooms,
clean rooms,
communication centres,
laboratories and modern
electronic offices.
It is also well established in
the comfort air conditioning
market, especially in the
office refurbishment sector.
Air handling units, cassette
and mobile air conditioning
units are also included in a
most comprehensive range
of units.
Denco's integrated
manufacturing facility in
Hereford produces a diverse
range of air conditioning
products, benefiting from a
quality management
certified by Lloyds Register
Quality Assurance as
conforming to BS 5750 part
one and ISO 9001.
In addition to its standard
range, Denco has the
capability to design and
manufacture air conditioning
and related equipment for a
wide range of specialists
applications. These include
laboratory units;
mobile air
conditioning units;
computacool,
which are units
developed to meet
the need for
process cooling
water at
temperatures of 10
to 13 C when total
reliability is an
essential
requirement; process
chillers; and large
compressed air dryers.
also available with an infra-
red master control.
running costs.
It has a unique BC controller
which connects multiple
indoor units to a single
outdoor unit.
It is ideal for large office
buildings where different
areas may need to be
heated up and cooled down
at the same time, as it offers
significant energy savings to
users.
Another Mitsubishi Electric
product, the VRV (Variable
Refrigerant Volume) system,
contains a heat recovery
mechanism which allows
heat to be taken from a part
of the building where it is not
needed to another where it
is.
Reconair/SMC also supplies
a number of Mitsubishi
Electric fresh air systems.
One of these, the Lossnay
system, is ideal for offices,
shops and other premises
which need high levels of
fresh air.
Completing the Mitsubishi
Electric line-up are the split
system reverse cycle heat
pumps which allow for the
different temperature
requirements of various
parts of the same building.
These new units are slimline
and almost silent and
unobtrusive when installed
in an office building or
shopping area.
In addition to sophisticated
electronic controls, they are
ReconairlSmC office staff: (left to right) Kelly McCarthy,
Secretary; Lorraine McGrath, Service Co-ordinator and Grainne
Phelan, Secretary/Receptionist.
portfolio, it joins a select
band of other market-
leading names such as
efensor and Denco Air
hich have been with the
company for many years.
Models from the respective
product ranges of each have
been carefully chosen so
that they are complementary
to one another and thereby
provide Reconair/SMC with
an all-embracing package
incorporating tailor-made
solutions for virtually every
conceivable requirement
and application.
Brief details of the individual
strengths of Mitsubishi
Electric, Denco Air and
Defensor are as follows.
itsubishi Electric
itsubishi Electric, itself an
ISO 9002 accredited
company, has emerged in
recent years as perhaps the
leading market player in the
Irish air conditioning sector.
That Reconair/SMC should
join its dealership elite was
inevitable as the quality
outlook of both companies
in this very distinct field of
application was bound to
bring them together.
Among the Mitsubishi
Electric products now
available from
Reconair/SMC are the City
Multi-R2, a multi-split
system which is specifically
designed to simplify
installation and reduce
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VEHA RADIATORS £2 1\
(I-r) Derek Lambert, Amalgamated Hardware; with Tom Kavanagh, Swords Heating
and Plumbing; Eugene O'Neill, Veha Radiators; Jim O'Reilly, Veha Radiators; Rory
Healy, KCR Heating and Plumbing and John Byrne, Byrne Heating and Plumbing
a special ceremony
held by the
company in
Wicklow, on 23
June last. Those
present included
local and national
dignitaries, and
industry
representatives
such as specifiers,
contractors and
merchants.
In his address,
Minister Quinn
said: "I am
delighted to be here
with you to
celebrate the completion of Phase I of the very
ambitious re-equipment programme that has been
taking place here at The MUITough. The state-of-the-
art German and Italian paint technology and pressing
equipment being commissioned today is the first part
of a £2 million investment here at Veha Radiators
designed to put this facility on par with the highest
level of factory efficiencies to be found in the
European radiator industry. It will strengthen your
operation and herald a brighter future for this
company.
"The investment programme has secured not only
Veha's position as a market leader but, most
importantly, the 125 jobs here at The MUITough, jobs
Pictured at the announcement by Veha Radiators of a £2 million
investment in their Wicklow factory were (I-r) Tony Callaghan, Arcon
Lld; with Tommy Kelly, Veha Radiators; and Bill Tracey, Versatile
The customer support team at Veha Radiators are from left:
Grace Quinn, Receptionist; Eugene O'Neill, Customer Services
Manager; and Mary O'Neill, Credit Controller
A s the first phase in a £2 million investmentprogramme which will run over the next twoyears, Veha Radiators - one of the longest-
established manufacturing companies within the
building industry in Ireland with a history stretching
back over 40 years - has just acquired new paint
technology which will improve the company's product
quality and international competitiveness.
Additionally, a new folding press has just been
commissioned and this, coupled with the high-
specification manufacturing machinery and production
processes used at the factory, will guarantee support
and continuity of supply to the trade.
This first phase investment, involving capital
expenditure of approximately £700,000, signals Veha
Radiators'
commitment to
the long-term
future of its
Wicklow
production
facility and also
secures the 125
jobs it provides.
Details of the
programme were
announced by the
Minister For
Finance, Mr
Ruairi Quinn,
TD, when he
commissioned
the first phase at
14 BSNews. June1995
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1ILLION INVESTMENT
(Ior) Stephen Christie, Veha Radiators; with Ruairi Quinn, TO, Minister
for Finance; Karen Russ, Technical Engineer, Frei Lacke; and Patsy
Byrne, Veha Radiators
Mr Skelly also thanked Forbairt who have assisted
with the investment package and also with the overall
development of the factory in Wicklow.
In recent years Veha Radiators has attained market-
leader status in Ireland and Northern Ireland.
Additionally, over 40% of output is sold through its
own UK-based sales and distribution subsidiary.
As we went to press Commercial Director Jim
O'Reilly said: "Over the coming weeks a new
designer stock range, which will also include towel
rails, will be introduced to the Irish market. This will
be ex-stock and available to all our distributors
nationwide."
(I-r) Tim Rowe, Ambrose Kelly Partnership; with Oavid Campbell, Office
of Public Works; and Ruairi Quinn, TO, Minister for Finance
(Ior) Ray Skelly, Veha Radiators ltd; with Rualri Qulnn, TO, Minister
for Finance; and Tony Callaghan, Arcon ltd
CONTACT
VEHA Radiators Ltd, The Murrough, Co
Wicklow. Tel: 0404 - 67278; Fax: 0404 - 67731.
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(Ior) Ger Hegarty, Veha Radiators ltd; with Ruairi Quinn, TO, Minister for
Finance; and Seamus Scally, OB Heating and Plumbing Supplies
The new paint technology and folding press combine
to enhance even further the already high quality of all
products manufactured by Veha Radiators.
Speaking at the ceremony Ray Skelly, Veha Radiators
Managing Director, said: "Veha Radiators aims to
compete with the best in Europe and we will achieve
this through the combination of this investment, our
continued drive for increased efficiency, and the
traditional strengths of our product range and sales
force."
which bring much-needed income into the local
economy in Wicklow town.
"In order to sustain the upward growth of the Irish
economy we need more success stories like Veha
Radiators. You have shown that through determination
and commitment, even the most negative of outlooks
can be turned around".
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NEW, LEAN
AND VERY GREEN
ECOmax CONDENSING BOILERS
ENERGY SAVING VALUE
Vaillant's new environmentally friendly condensing boilers
will slim down fuel bills by up to 35%.
But the very latest innovative technology means they ore
anything but lean when it comes to additional industry-leading
features and benefits.
• Fully modulating burner, gas valve and fan giving
efficiency up to 95%.
• New multi function LCD display to simplify installation
and commissioning.
• 7 metre flue length means siting anywhere.
• Combination and system boilers to suit all applications.
And when you become a Vaillant customer you auto-
matically gain from Vaillantplus with its extensive range of
benefits and services.
Available through Taney Distributars.
Telephone: 01-4508120. Fax: 01·4500051.
~Vaillanl
HEATING, CONTROLS, HOT WATER.
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BSNEWS REPORT
Vaillant -
Benefits of
Sealed Systems
Lead the Way
Gravity or semi-gravity fedcentral heating systems willeventually become obsolete, ascombination and system boilers
take centre stage. Whether fired by
atural gas or LPG, both offer energy
d space saving benefits that far
exceed those attainable with a
conventional boiler system, and both
types can be sited just about anywhere
within a home or small commercial
building.
One manufacturer which has consistently
led the way with new technology in these
two product areas is Vaillant, the
company which first introduced
combination boilers to Ireland in 1977.
Today, with the recent launch of its
ECOmax range of condensing
combination and system boilers, Vaillant
is also credited with developing the first
combi to condense in both central
heating and hot water modes.
Up to 35% savings - Vaillant's
COMBlcompact ECOmax and
ERMOcompact ECOmax boilers are
" aimed to be the most energy-efficient
heat generators on the market and to
reduce fuel bills by as much as 35%
compared to a conventional boiler.
Condensing boilers operate on the same
principal as non-condensing units, the
only difference being that the surface
area of the main heat exchanger is
larger. As a result, more useful heat is
extracted and the combustion gases
escape via the flue at a much lower
temperature of 55-70°C, as opposed to
the usual 160-200°C.
The efficiency of Vaillant's ECOmax
range is further increased by a fully-
modulating fan which precisely controls
the air/gas mixture at all outputs. Full use
is therefore made of the condensing
feature to give an efficiency which can be
as high as 95%, that is 20% more than
other boilers, including combis, with
proportional reductions in carbon dioxide
emissions.
In common with Vaillant's non-
condensing COMBlcompact (combi) and
THERMOcompact (system) boilers, the
ECOmax units also feature a fully
modulating burner which automatically
matches heat output to central heating
and hot water demand, so there is no
need to range rate the appliance.
Other energy saving devices, which are
fitted as standard to all Vaillant boilers,
include an adjustable flow thermostat; a
built-in economiser which cuts out
wasteful short cycling during low load
operation; and a built-in pump that is able
to operate in different modes to suit the
type of system installed.
Space saving benefits - One of the major
advantages of system and combi boilers
is that key components such as the
pump, expansion vessel, by-pass valve
and air separator are already built-in.
This saves space and greatly simplifies
system design and installation,
particularly of the pipework.
Both types of boiler provide sealed
system central heating which eliminates
system corrosion as there is no problems
with pump over and air getting into the
pipes and radiators. The combi boiler is
also unvented and has a secondary
water-to-water heat exchanger to provide
instantaneous hot water at mains
pressure. No hot water cylinder or cold
water storage tanks are required and
there is, of course, no need to maintain a
Gravity or semi-
gravity fed
central heating
systems will
eventually
become
obsolete, as
combination
and system
boilers take
centre stage.
Whether fired
by natural gas
or LPG, both
offer energy
and space
saving benefits
that far exceed
those attainable
with a
conventional
boiler system.
vertical rise to the F&E tank.
A system boiler differs from a combi in
that it still has to be connected to a
cylinder, as in a conventional system.
Otherwise it offers the same space-
saving benefits, siting flexibility and
simple pipework design of a combi.
Siting flexibility - With all Vaillant boilers,
a wide range of flue options and
accessories are available which gives the
installer even more choice when
selecting the least obtrusive site for the
boiler. A major advance with the
ECOmax range is that they can be
installed with flue lengths up to seven
metres, which some of the non-
condensing THERMOcompact boilers
can take a flue up to five metres.
Having all components built-in makes for
easy installation and the ECOmax boilers
also feature one of the most advanced
multifunction LCD displays on a domestic
boiler. It has four operating modes
displaying detailed information that
simplifies installation, commissioning and
servicing. The installer is, quite literally,
able to track down and diagnose a fault
at a glance.
Vaillant plus - In the unlikely event of a
boiler malfunctioning, the installer has
access to a range of support services
which is recognised as one of the best in
the industry and provided by Taney
Distributors, the company who distribute
and serve the Vaillant market in Ireland.
Contact Pat Gaffney, Taney Distributors.
Tel: 01 - 450 8120; Fax: 01 - 450 0051.
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CHAPPEE, HAMWORTHY & SIME
HEVAC'S FORMIDABLE TRIUMVIRATE
When it comes to commercial boilers, Hevac's portfolio is undoubtedly the most formidable on the market, representing as
it does a triumvirate of the leading brands in this particular sector.
The manner in which the various models have been chosen from each of these brands is such that they are perfectly
complementary. As such Hevac offers specifiers and installers a formidable armoury of
solutions, no matter what the requirement.
Brief details of each of the ranges - and their scope and the extent of their application - are as follows:-
CHAPPEE
Chappee has just introduced their
new "NXR3" and "NXR4" range of
cast iron sectional boilers for oil,
gas and dual fuel applications.
Based on the highly- uccessful
"XR" range, the "NXR" boilers
offer sub tantial energy savings and
also minimise polluting emissions.
The large chamber capacity
provides a more environmentally-
sound combustion and, coupled with
the cast iron economisers which
dramatically improve the heat
transfer surface, provide enhanced
efficiencies up to 85.5%.
Access to the combustion chamber
can be easily gained through hinged
burner doors and the chamber has
been designed to enable horizontal
cleaning for more simple, faster and
better maintenance.
The "NXR" range still maintains the
Hamworthy
Hamworthy Heating's "Purewell"
range of cast iron atmospheric gas-
fired modular boilers is fully
eurocertified, bearing the "CE" mark
and has many "state-of-the-art"
features including gas-flow share
valves which reduce fuel consumption
and the radiant baffle which reduces
heat loss.
The "Purewell" range comprises eight
basic models with outputs from 40 to
120 kW. The modular configuration
allows infinitely-variable outputs.
Options available are the permanent
pilot and the automatic option
18 BSNews, June1995
The new NXR3 cast iron sectional
boiler from Hevac
stylish casing with its high level of
insulation (IOOmm) to reduce
standing losses considerably.
The "NXR3" range is available fully
assembled with an output range of
70-290 kW combined with smaller
flue diameters, while the "NXR4"
range is available in outputs from
260-800 kW.
electronic gas valve technology,
permitting a low-flame start and
eliminating boiler "hunting". The fully
automatic is also available with
high/low operation.
With the forthcoming European
directives on gas heating appliances in
mind, Hamworthy have produced a
high-efficiency, low NOx reliable
boiler that assures the customer of
conformity with European standards
and the requirements of the
marketplace.
Hamworthy also manufacture the
"Wessex" high-efficiency pre-mix
gas-fired modular boilers in 50kW and
200kW modules. With its fully-
automatic efficient pre-mix
combustion, the "We sex" provides a
SIME
The Sime 2R Series of cast iron medium commercial size sectional
boilers, for operation on either oil or gas, represent the ideal choice
for customers who demand quality, efficiency and reliability. The
2R boilers comply with the late t EC Standards dealing with the
energy saving and protection of the
environment.
Multiple staggered pins on the
section absorb maximum heat
transfer while providing minimum
draught loss. The attractively styled
red casing of epoxy powder-coated
steel panels complete with a
matching front mounted control
facia, provide thermal insulation of
the boiler block.
The boiler is available in outputs
from 100 to 180kW and is supplied
fully assembled.
Sime also produce a range of cast Sime high-efficiency, cast
iron atmospheric gas-fued boilers in iron boilers from Hevac
two ranges - the RMG with output
from 77 to IOOkW; and the RS fully automatic range with outputs
from III to 287 kW.
rapid-response, compact, high-
efficient boiler with NOx level less
than 50ppm at 3% 02.
Hamworthy Heatings' Purewell
gas-fired boilers from Hevac.
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Whether It's Packaged Booster Sets or High-Performance Water Heating
EUROFLUID - THE PEAK OF EXCELLENCE
When Bernard Costelloe firstestablished Eurofluid HandlingSystems Ltd approximately six
years ago, his intention was to bridge the
gap between consultant, contractor and
product suppliers in a manner that facilitated
the development of tailor-made system
solutions for specific projects.
To begin with, Bernard concentrated on
packaged booster sets (below) and today
Eurofluid is one of the leading suppliers of
custom-made booster packages which are
designed and manufactured in close
cooperation with the consultant on each
project in hand. An ability to fully
derstand and interpret project briefs
ows Eurofluid the advantage over
competitors by manufacturing to meet both
duty and space requirements.
Complementing this strength is a fully-
tooled and professionally-manned
workshop. Here an experienced team of
fitters, welders and suitably-qualified
engineering personnel work under the
direction of Derek Fitzpatrick who directs
all in-house production while working off
the original drawings and liaising very
closely at all times with the project
consultant/contractor.
Such is the service now offered by Eurofluid
that virtually any combination of packaged
booster set, heat exchanger and packaged
heat exchanger systems can be designed and
fully engineered in-house by the company
delivered to site for immediate
Installation and commissioning.
Typical tailor-made Eurofluid packaged
booster set system incorporating
electronic control panel
ACV Heatmaster Water Heater
I. Stainless steel heat exchanger
2. Neutral fluid prevents direct contact
of the flame on the tank walls. This
fluid can be used in a central heating
circuit.
3. Flueways fitted with stainless steel
turbulators.
4. New generation high quality rigid
polyurethane insulation (without
CFC).
5. Pump.
6. Water cooled combustion chamber-
an intelligent means of heat recovery.
7. Gas or oil burner. The Heat Master
can be fitted with burners from ACV
or many other manufacturers.
8. Programmer.
9. Flow and return for all types of
heating circuit (radiators, convectors,
fan heaters etc). This exclusive design
feature offers a solution to many
problems.
Against this background the scope of
Eurofluid's expertise has grown
dramatically to embrace many other areas of
the mechanical end of building services.
Particularly important in this respect is the
ACV Heat Master, the renowned high-
performance, direct-fired, water heater and
boiler. The core of the system is based on
the "tank-in-tank" concept obtained by
integrating two storage tanks, one inside the
other, thereby providing a heat exchanger
and also an accumulator of heat. Both
tanks are made from high-quality
stainless teel, the inner tank being
corrugated to increase the heat transfer
surface. This al 0 means that it is less
susceptible to lime build up in hard
water areas and eliminates warm zones
which reduces the risk of legioneJla
bacteria.
Stainless steel does not corrode so there
is no protective anode and therefore no
annual maintenance, while a thick layer
of second generation rigid polyurethane
foam reduces heat los and has the
added advantage of being
environmentally-friendly.
The ACV Heat Master (above) from
Eurofluid is a monoblock appliance with
stainless steel heat exchanger which can
be fired by gas or oil. There are four
models to chose from with rating from
36.6kW output to 90.lkW output, plus the
possibility of modular installation to meet
demands for high volumes of domestic hot
water. All models are pre-wired for ease of
installation and supplied with a programmer
which ensures hot water when required,
without wastage, with efficiency up to 93%.
While the Heat Master is a fully-fired
system incorporating its own boiler, "tank-
in-tanks" for integration into systems
already running off a boiler can also be
supplied. All are made from stainless steel to
the same exacting standards as the Heat
Master with a wide choice of sizes and
styles available to choose from and finished
in white or red outer casings.
Prestigious projects where Eurofluid have
in tailed the system include Croke Park and
the K Club.
So, with the demand increasing for high
pressure hot water systems, EurofJuid has
the answer with a combination of packaged
booster sets and ACV hot water generators.
Contact
Bernard CostelJoe,
EUROFLUlD HANDLING SYSTEMS LTD,
Unit 4, Old Sawmills Industrial Estate,
Dublin 12.
Tel: 01 - 450 3884; Fax: 01 - 450 7634.
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Ferroli Oill
Gas Fired
Boilers From
Heatovent
The Ferroli range of oil and gas-fired cast
iron boilers from Heatovent offers
capacities from 80,000 Btu to 320,000
Btu.
The boiler body, made up by cast-iron
sections, has been specially developed for
gas/oil operation.
The design of the patented element, the
optimal arrangement of fins and the
calculated distance from section to
section, ensures adequate turbolence of
combustion gases and high efficiency.
The outer casing consists of self-
interlocking steel panels, which enable a
quick and easy assembly of the whole
jacket. Insulation is ensured by a mineral
wool lining having a high heat-insulating
power.
The control system comprises regulating
thermostat and high limit thermostat with
manual reset.
The furnace can be cleaned directly from
the front by simply removing the jacket
cover and the smoke chamber lid.
Compact dimensions, absence of
refractory lining and easy coupling with
any type of burner are the main features
that ensure a simple and quick installation
in new, as well as in conversion, central
heating systems.
Ferroli's series of oil fired burners have
an output range from 14kW to 112 kW.
Their compactness and design mean that
they can be used for most boilers
currently available on the market. Ferroli
has used the latest technology to produce
a product range that optimises the air to
fuel ratio to obtain the maximum
efficiency in use with resultant low levels
of CO and NOx emissions, together with
a beneficial reduction of noise level in
operation.
Fine adjustment of the combustion head
position in relation to the blast tube can
From the Ferroli burner range available
from Heatovent
be obtained as can precise regulation of
combustion air requirements. The fully-
closing air damper reduces unnecessary
heat losses from the boiler during burner
off periods and Model lR includes a
nozzle pre-heater which considerably
improves combustion performance,
particularly when using 35-sec fuel oil.
All burner components are easily
acces ible for ease of maintenance.
Contact: Sales Department, Heatovent.
Tel:01-4508l66.
® [fQ ~ CAST-IRON BOILER FOR FLUID FUELS FROM 200,OOOBtu TO 320,OOOBtu
Heatovent Ireland Ltd, Greenhills Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01 - 450 8166; Fax: 01 - 450 8501
Packing - The boiler is delivered in a
single wood case, already assembled.
• Adjustable thermostat
• High-temperature-limit
• Water thermostat
• Optional timer mount
• Drain cock
~RROLIII
THREE PASS HEAT EXCHANGER
The conception of the exchanger shape is
all-important for the thermal efficiency and
the functioning of a boiler.
Because of this, the series GN utilises a three
pass exchanger for the waste gas thus
allowing optimal combustion and highest
recovery of the heat units contained in the
combustion gas.
As a consequence, the combustion chamber
is slightly pressurised so that the gas way is
eased and the noise level very reduced.
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Amongst the group were Mick Carroll, Carroll Heating Installations,
Dublin; Francis O'Dwyer, KCR Heating & Plumbing, Dublin; Dave
Harris, Harris Heating, Dublin; and Tony Kenna, Thermis Engineering,
Dublin
Potterton
Ciaran Smith, Abbey Heating,
Limerick with James Rael,
Limerick; and Brendan Ryan, A &
R Supplies, Limerick.
Sean Hanratty, Managing
Director, Potterton Myson
Ireland, presenting the Perpetual
Trophy to Don O'Malley, Don
O'Malley &Partners, Limerick.
Jim O'Connell, Jim O'Connell Heating &Plumbing, Cork, with Robert
Twohig, Cork Building Supplies; Denis O'Sullivan, Bord Gais, Cork;
Sean Hanratty, Managing Director, Potterton Myson Ireland; Aidan
Murphy, Aidan O'Shaughnessy Ltd, Cork; Noel Lahiff, Dublin
Providers, Cork; Roy MacSweeney, Cork; and Joe McSweeney, Cork.
one of Potterton Myson's
recent advertisements.
The full list of winners on
the day was as follows:-
Golf Results
1st: Don O'Malley; 2nd:
Derek McGilton; 3rd: John
Hutchinson;
Class 1 Winner: Jerry
Maher; Runner-up: John
English; Class 2 Winner:
Dermot Fennelly; Runner-
up: Robert Twohig; Class 3
Winner: Jimmy Boucher;
Runner-up: Kieran Lynch;
Visitor: Christy English;
Front 9: Des O'Rourke;
Back 9: Sean Giffney;
Nearest to Pin: Ciaran
Smith; Longest Drive:
Dermot Fennelly.
Archery Competition
Winner: Malachy Collins;
Runner-up: Richard Louth.
Clay Pigeon Shoot
Winner: Ray Colgan;
Runner-up: Paddy Feeney.
Myson at
Mount Juliet
Potterton Myson helda very successfulday at Mount Julietrecently with 69
invited guests playing golf
d participating in a golf
inic, clay pigeon shoot
and archery competition
before sitting down with an
additional 10 guests later in
the evening for the
presentation of prizes, a
meal and entertainment
which went on long into the
night.
Among those present were
merchants, specifiers and
installers from all corners of
the country.
There were some excellent
scores returned on the day
with Don O'Malley of Don
O'Malley & Partners,
Limerick emerging
umphant as the overall
winner to take the Potterton
Myson Perpetual Premier
Trophy and the first prize of
a replica "Mozart
phonograph" as featured in
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sports halls and churches etc.
Contact: Maurice Byrne, Mark
Eire. Tel: 01 - 283 9156.
BTU at Old Conna sponsored by GT
Phelan - Ger Hutchinson, overall
winner, receiving his prize from
Gerry Phelan.
BTU at Old Conna sponsored by GT
Phelan - John White, winner Class
2, with BTU Captain, Dave Sampson.
BTU at Old Conna sponsored by GT
Phelan - Gerry Phelan with Tom
Noone, 2nd Class 1.
BTU Old Conna Results
Overall Winner - Ger Hutchinson (9) Old Conna 39pts
Class 1
1st - Frank Mullins (11)
Corstown, 36pts
2nd - T Noone (10)
Hermitage, 39 pts (B6)
3rd - D Prendergast (10) Old
Conna, 33pts
Class 2
1st-John White (15 - I)
Slade Valley, 39 - 1- 38pts
2nd - F Lynch (14) Slade
Valley, 37pts
3rd - G Phelan (15) Old
Conna, 36pts
Class 3
1st - B Penrice (23) Old
Conna, 33pts
2nd - T O'F1aherty (19)
Knockanally (34 - 2), 32pts
3rd - E Philips (19) Old
Conna, 30pts
Front 9
1st - Sean Farrell (16) Slade
Valley, 18pts
2nd - Tony O'Leary (12)
Skerries, 18pts
Back 9
1st - John Lawlor (13)
Blainroe, 19pts
2nd - Jim Duggan (15)
Sutton, 19pts
Visitors
1st - C Bailey (14) 34pts (B9)
2nd - P Wilkinson (18) 34pts
unit air heaters for all types of
applications ranging from small
factories to large warehouses,
100% F.A.
/Inlet / ,- Extract air
-
,
~." / discharged to/ , atmosphere,
//
300kW Gas Supply air toExtract Burner and duct system
air Inlet Heat
-
Exchanger
Schematic of Mark AHU installed on the rooftop of Harris Semiconductors in Dundalk
selected, with an operating
efficiency of up to 60%. This
component was by far the
largest part of the AHU and thus
determined the overall unit size.
Pre-filter panel filters followed
by bag filters were also
proposed.
The significant size of the air
handling unit - 7.5m long by
2.5m high and 2m wide-
required that it was lifted into
position in seven different parts
and assembled on site. This
work was carried out by a local
mechanical contractor, as
indeed were the different
disciplines involved, ie
ductwork, gas pipework and
electrical wiring. Once the unit
was ready to operate Mark
personnel carried out a complete
commissioning procedure.
Finally, the system was handed
over to the client by Mark Eire,
who incidentally had also been
appointed to oversee and
manage the complete project.
As a result of this, a second unit
is now proposed for another part
of the plant.
Mark also has similar projects
in hand at the moment with gas
AHU burners and heat
exchangers, ranging from 40kW
up to an in excess of 600kW
which are due to be installed
and commissioned before the
end of 1995. Don't forget, Mark
Eire manufactures gas
equipment, and in particular,
Mark Gas-
Fired AHU
& Heat
Recovery
Over the past five years Mark
Eire BV has made significant
inroads and precedents in the
use of gas-fired equipment,
namely burners and heat
exchangers in air handling units.
To date, possibly their most
impressive and sophisticated
unit it on the rooftop of Harris
Semiconductors in DundaJk, Co
Louth.
The reason for singling out this
installation is that the majority
of previous Mark projects did
not involve clean room type
conditions within. Harris
Semiconductors manufacture
transient voltage
suppressors/varistors for use in
electronic circuitry. The AHU
mentioned above serves the
encapsulation room where these
varistors undergo a powder-
dipping process.
Mark was approached by Harris
to manufacture and supply a
unit which would provide 100%
fresh air into the encapsulation
room, 21 ,000m3/hr, while
recovering the low grade heat in
a similar amount being
extracted. The powder-coating
process also involved the use of
baking ovens which, in itself,
generated considerable heat into
the area.
Mark's solution was to
manufacture a unit capable of
providing heat and fresh air, the
heat being provided by a natural
gas burner and stainless steel
heat exchanger, rated at 300kW.
Now the question of heat
recovery was addressed and to
cater for this, a cross-flow air-
to-air plate heat exchanger was
22 BSNews, June 1995
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Thermie Energy-Efficient
Homes Opened
P_E~
the Plumbing & Heating Exhibition
comes to Ireland
September '95
Pictured at the official opening of Quarry Drive, Crumlin were (I-r) Matt
Rudden; Kevin O'Rourke of The Irish Energy Centre, the project co-
ordinators; Matthew Rudden Snr of Rudden Brothers, the builders; and
ndan McConville, the project architect from South Dublin Council.
................ Postcode .
Tel .
BELFAST
Please return to PHEX Tickets, EEC, Hereford House,
Bridle Path, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 4NL, England.
Tel: (0044) 0181 680 4200
Fax: (0044) 0181 681 5049
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Kings Hall Conference Centre
Wednesday 27th September 6 • 9.30 pm
Thursday 28th September 11 am • 3.30pm
• Keep up with the latest developments in the
domestic heating and plumbing industry.
• See the latest in energy efficiency and
design.
• Discuss your needs with the manufacturers
and distributors.
• Each visitor will receive a free buffet and
drink voucher
• Conveniently located with opening times to
suit you • VISIT PHEX.
DUBLIN
Jury's Hotel, Ballsbridge
Monday 25th September 6 • 9.30 pm
Tuesday 26th September 11 am • 3.30pm
,..----------------------------------------------------------------------------------,, ,
, ,i TICKET REQUEST i
, ,
, ,
i Please send me .... tickets for PHEX i
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
, ,
! Dublin 0 Belfast 0 i
Name .
Company .
Address .
because of the price. The
introduction of the Nimrod
challenges this because it
provides the option of a
centrifugal fan at a very
competitive price.
Axials used in ductwork can
rarely be used in rpm's less than
1,400, sometimes 2,800 rpm' .
The Nimrod will overcome
more duct resistance at 900 rpm
than a comparable axial fan at
2,800 rps. What's the
significance? ... substantial
noise reduction.
The demand today, as always
has been excellent performance
and cost efficiency. However,
with EU directive being
developed and made law, noise
has become the paramount
demand on all installations.
Nimrod's very strength is its
noise criteria.
In the short period since the
Nimrod has been marketed by
Season Control, it has proved a
major success. Already
consultants have begun
specifying the Nimrod series.
Nimrod fans are all ex-stock at
Season Control. All enquiries
are welcome.
Contact: Jenny, at Tel: 0 I - 453
2688.
Nimrod Fan
Series from
Season
Control
Season Control has launched a
new range of Irish-made, direct-
drive, centrifugal fans called the
"Nimrod" Series. It is an Irish
solution to an Irish
phenomenon.
The range is complete and
comprises of the following
of fan: Roof extract: Roof
su ply; Inline duct; Twin-
uction; and Acoustic box.
Advantages of the Nimrod
Series are:
- Suitable for high pressure;
- Low running-speed;
- Low noi e;
- Fully speed controllable (auto-
transformer);
- All covered by TOP (Thermal
Overload Protection);
- All can be acoustically
treated;
- Complete range.
Often customers will choose
axial fans where centrifugals
would be more suitable, simply
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removed. The DuctMaster's
special 'QuickFit' proprietary
flange system allows it to be
installed in a fraction of the time
of comparative fans, offering
savings to the installer.
The flanges are certified to
EUI'ovent Class C (DW 142
Table 32) to guarantee an
airtight seal and are sized to
DIN 24145 (DW 142 Part 4
Table 13) to match metric duct
sizes.
Contact: John Ennis, Redbro.
Tel: 0 I - 294 0321.
Carrier Intelligent Chiller Control
An "intelligent" stand-alone electronic chiller control called "Pro-
Dialog" has been launched by Carrier. It will replace ~Iectro­
mechanical controls and the Carrier Flotronic I.
Behind the development of the new Pro-Dialog control is the idea of
implicity of operation for the system operator or maintenance
engineer. It is only necessary to push the symbol you want to get the
data you want. Pro-Dialog's clear numeric display incorporates a
touch-sensitive schematic diagramme of the chiller system and a 10-
menu touch pad. Behind the illuminated segments is a complex
package of microelectronic. The e can control everything the chiller
does, monitoring its conditions at 80 points, examining all safety
parameters and adjusting the Carrier electronic expansion valve
which has 1500 discrete positions.
Contact: Adrian Cooke, Walker Air Conditioning.
Tel: 01 - 8300844.
Nuaire
Bifurcated
Ductmaster
NuAire has expanded its range
of DuctMaster long-cased axial
flow fans with the introduction
of a bifurcated model.
The new model is suitable for
applications where toxic fumes
are encountered such as paint
spray booth extraction, or any
ventilation systems where large
volumes of high heat need to be
Pictur.e~ (I-r) Or Rich?rd Haines, Directo~, ECOTEC; John Corrigan, Director, An Bord Trachtala; Enda Kenny,
TO, MInister for Tourrsm & Trade; and Mlchael Grufferty, Marketing Director, De Regt Special Cable Ltd, Co Cork
forecast to create 3/4 million
new jobs in Europe.
The conference, which was
attended by over 100 companies
from the Republic and Northern
Ireland, was organised jointly
by An Bord Trachtala and
LEDU, the Local Enterprise
Development Unit Northern
Ireland, with the support of the
I International Fund for Ireland.
Good Boiler House Practice
Good boiler house practice is the subject of an Irish Energy Centre
cour e designed for those with responsibility for day-to-day boiler
operation and maintenance.
It will enable participants to conduct combustion efficiency tests;
interpret results; make routine safety checks on the boiler and
associated plant; and carry out water tests to ensure that the
treatment is correct.
Slides and short films will be used extensively to illustrate the
lectures which will be presented in simple and practical terms.
Participants will be encouraged to discuss problems which occur at
their own installations.
This course will be held on 21/22 November, 1995, and is intended
for maintenance craftsmen and boiler operators. It may also be of
interest to energy and maintenance supervisors.
Contact: Barbara Madden, The Irish Energy Centre. Tel: 0 I - 837
OlOl.
Irish environmental technology
and services companies are set
to win new export orders worth
more than £10 million over the
next 18 months as a result of a
campaign by An Bord Tnkhtala
to promote Ireland as a source
of environmental expertise in
Britan, Continental Europe and
Eastern Europe.
This was announced at the first
all-Ireland conference on
opportunities in Europe's
environmental industry which
was held in the Royal Hospital
Kilmainham, Dublin recently.
Enda Kenny, TO, Minister for
Tourism and Trade, who opened
the conference, said that the
environmental industry was one
of the biggest and fastest-
growing in the world, with
current spending of £125 billion
a year. This is expected to
increase to an annual £200
billion spend over the next five
years and the industry is
Export
Scope For
Environment
al Firms
24 BSNews. June 1995
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industrial heating & ventilation equipment
~
I.S. EN ISO 9002
Dublin Office
Tel/Fax: 01 - 668 0510
~. unlbllrheaters...rhendllng units.
redI8nt .....ng. deatndIIIcetIon units. industrial-
hNtIng
equipment,
plpebendlng machines
Mark Eire B.V. Coolea, Macroom, Co. Cork,
Ireland.
Telephone: 026-45334/45367;
Fax: 026-45383.
.,'
"'
--
With MARK, you have the perfect
friend and partner for all your industrial
heating and ventilation needs. MARK
supply the complete program together
with a full range of accessories.
Complete the enclosed information
card and retum to MARK, so that the
necessary project sheets can be sent
to you.
GSIGC and Clblnet Heaters,
Standing and suspended air heaters,
from 18 kW to 400 kW.
ClIIIo:
Direct fired air heaters from 71 kW to
1oookW.
Tanner:
Warm water unit heater from 1kW to
100 kW.
ECG-Fans:
Ventilation units for re-eirculalion and
extraction, from 4000 to 8000 m3lhr
standard, or ant air volume on
request
Infra:
High and low temperature radiant
plaque and tube heaters, from ?kW to
38kW.
Infra Aqua:
Warm water panels.
Pipe Bending Machines:
From 318 inch to 6 inch.
FULL PROJECT DESIGN
SERVICE AVAILABLE
NATIONWIDE SERVICE NETWORK
IRISH MANUFACTURED EQUIPMENT
DUBLIN OFFICE:
MAURICE BYRNE - TEL: 283 9156
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THE CONTROL CENTRES
THE WORLD'S MOST ADVANCED 1/16 DIN
PROCESS CONTROLLER
6100· KEY FEATURES AT A GLANCE
• Dual four-digit display (lOmm top, 7.5mm bottom)
• Auto/Manual, Self·Tune & Pre·Tune, Ramping Setpoinl
• Universal input and power supply (single jumper for input
type)
• Choice of relay/SSR or linear output product (two base
builds)
• Additional plug·in outputs.
• Comprehensive alarm strategy· AND/OR & loop alarm.
• No-battery design (E 2 technology· 100 years retention)
• IP54 rating (IP65 pending test)
• RS485 option (selectable Baud rate up to 9600)
PROCESS CONTROL
- Power Supplies
-Temperature and Resistance
to Current Transmitters
-Isolation Amplifiers
WE CAN OFFER:
- Trip Amplifiers
- Controllers
- Digital-converters
- Analog-converters
-Dividers
-Linearisers
-PC & PLC interface
-Plug-in Modules-Eurocards
PR Electronics provide innovative products to solve industrial problems.
MANOTHERM LTD.
ONE STOP SHOP FOR INDUSTRIAL INSTRUMENTS
For a Free Technical Brochure contact
Manotherm Ltd - The Control Centre:
4, Walkinstown Road, Dublin 12. Tel: 01- 4522355. Telex: 93388. Fax: 01- 4516919.
10, Knockbracken Park, Belfast BT6 OHL. Tel: 0232-491966. Fax: 0232-491275
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